Mechanical support packages

The ALEXA 35 features a new line of mechanical support components that expand the camera's capabilities and ensure maximum speed and versatility on set. Available in two discrete sets, these accessories are designed to cater to a wide range of shooting styles, providing flexible options for any situation.
ALEXA 35 Production Set

The ALEXA 35 Production Set meets the workflow needs of a traditional camera department and is ideal for most crews working on large feature film, TV drama, and commercial productions. Both 15 mm lightweight and 15 mm or 19 mm studio rod standards are supported on the improved CBP-5 or CBP-6 bridge plate and shoulder pad. The new, full-size top handle CCH-5 and extendable VMB-5 viewfinder bracket offer rock-solid support, and can be rapidly removed without tools when changing shooting modes. Several side bracket options provide a plethora of mounting points for various accessories.

For more details please visit the ALEXA 35 Accessories Explorer: www.arri.com/alexa35-production-set
ALEXA 35 Lightweight Set

The ALEXA 35 Lightweight Set is perfectly suited to situations where a small and nimble, yet comprehensive camera package is preferred. Lightweight 15 mm rods are supported in the BPA-6. An integrated Touch-And-Go 35 interface can be replaced with traditional BP-8 or BP-9 bridge plates for studio rod support. For even smaller packages, the CSP-2 offers comfortable, flexible shoulder mounting with the lowest-possible center of gravity. A lightweight carbon fiber top handle offers tool-less removal and support for a variety of suspension harnesses through the unique BHA-1.

For more details please visit the ALEXA 35 Accessories Explorer:
www.arri.com/alexa35-lightweight-set
Expansion Sets

For owners of the Production Set, all remaining parts in the Lightweight Set are available as a separate Lightweight Expansion Set. Similarly, owners of a Lightweight Set can expand their mounting options with the Production Expansion Set (19 mm) or Production Expansion Set (15 mm).

K0.0043086 ALEXA 35 Production Expansion Set (19 mm)
This set includes:

K2.0024101 Power Distribution Module PDM-1
K2.0034178 Low Mode Support LMS-4
K2.0023519 Center Camera Handle CCH-5
K2.0033859 Viewfinder Mounting Bracket VMB-5
K2.0033733 Square Accessory Sleeve SAS-1
K2.0034182 Articulated Mounting Plate AMP-1
K2.0023549 Compact Bridge Plate CBP-5 (19 mm) or
K2.0023836 Compact Bridge Plate CBP-6 (15 mm)
K2.0015896 Bottom Plate 300 mm/12”

KK.0041530 ALEXA 35 Lightweight Expansion Set
This set includes:

K2.0034179 Universal Adapter Plate UAP-3
K2.0024066 Lightweight Camera Handle LCH-1
K2.0034554 Balance Harness Adapter BHA-1
K2.0023948 Lightweight Support LWS-6
K2.0006186 Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-3
K2.0013302 Viewfinder Cross Pipe
K2.0024745 Bridge Plate Adapter BPA-6
K2.0024161 Compact Shoulder Pad CSP-2

The set is also available for 15 mm:
K0.0043085 ALEXA 35 Production Expansion Set (15 mm)

Additional accessories

The ALEXA 35 has been designed as a complete system. There are many additional accessories available, including vertical adapter plates for portrait shooting and six SAM plates that allow rapid, tool-less reconfiguration for mounting on stabilizers such as Steadicam, Ronin 2, Movi Pro, and the ARRI CSS range. For the first time, the ALEXA 35 supports new electronic modules that enhance the capabilities of the camera while remaining integrated with the camera body. The PDM-1 offers an additional seven accessory power outputs, while the Audio Extension Module AEM-1 adds two high-quality microphone preamps to the camera for location sound, as well as extra accessory power outputs. The new EPA-1 offers rapid connection to external power when the Steadicam is on standby.

For more details please visit the ALEXA 35 Accessories Explorer:
www.arri.com/alexa35-additional-accessories